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From distance, to breaking-in-a-tackle and headers, or counter-attacking down the flanks, FIFA World Cup Soccer, FIFA 22 and
the FIFA World Cup have come a long way since FIFA 20 first launched. On-field movements are driven by individual players’
every-day movements, or those influenced by the team’s tactics. Introducing 22 new in-game seasons, the FIFA World Cup has
over 180 years of history and 120 years of developing gameplay to deliver unrivalled authenticity. “The new proprietary motion
capture technology is the biggest addition to the FIFA World Cup since the introduction of the 2015 World Cup game and the best
technology we’ve ever had in FIFA,” said Andrew Richardson, Head of FIFA Development at Electronic Arts. “With match-accurate
player animations, passing, dribbling and shooting all driven by accurate, real-world data, FIFA 22 is sure to have the authentic
feel of the FIFA World Cup and the game is the most complete football experience available.” With complete player motion
captured in-game, the FIFA World Cup and FIFA 22 gameplay features the highest quality motion capture and animation
currently available in any FIFA game, with consistent and accurate player motions. Additionally, players’ in-game movements are
driven by in-game physics, resulting in professional-like on-pitch movements that enable players to move and interact as they
would in real life. The FIA World Rally Championship’s (WRC) winning team, M-Sport, has collaborated with Electronic Arts to help
bring the pure emotion of an FIA World Rally Championship event directly into the game. The game will feature five round
locations, 11 cars, the official trophies and a full-scale, in-game leaderboard. To celebrate the FIFA World Cup in Russia, FIFA 22
introduces the FIFA World Cup Trophy, which is a gold-plated replica of the FIFA World Cup trophy. Players will have the
opportunity to collect all-new FIFA World Cup stickers, which are unlockable rewards for dedicated players. NEW MATCH, GLOBAL
EVENT New Match In addition to unlocking new achievements, previously-unlocked items and new content, FIFA 22 adds a new
Match mode called New Match, where players will be able to play against all-new players, teams and other opponents. This mode
will include the new unofficial bonus content from the recent FIFA World Cup, including: A

Fifa 22 Features Key:

 AI-controlled teammates help you achieve greatness. Create the ultimate team and take on others in up to six live online matches per week. Climb the leaderboards and customize FIFA Ultimate Team cards to match your unique playing style.
 Master a powerful new football engine with all-new control concepts. See football like never before with the precision ball physics, ultimate acceleration and true-to-life ball-juggling. Discover passes, dribbles and shots like you’ve never experienced before.
 New camera angles and the introduction of more old-school drop ins means you’ll get to see and feel football like never before.
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The official videogame of the FIFA series, FIFA is where players can experience the emotion and excitement of the beautiful
game like never before. Play in classic 15-a-side mode or improve your skills in Ultimate Team, which includes online play to join
in-game competitions and build and manage your very own Dream Team. What is the ‘Powered by Football’ slogan? The FIFA
series has a rich history of innovation across the game modes and features, taking the series to a new level with EA SPORTS FIFA
20. Powered by Football is a way to show the passion for football that’s been at the heart of the series, and this year is no
exception. Features Classic 15-a-side Matchday Mode Champion your club in the all-new standalone full-featured Matchday mode
and face the best teams from around the globe – including the pre-order bonus content in FIFA 20 Standard Edition. Online
Compete in Tournaments Compete online to unlock the next Free Play FIFA Points pack and face off against your friends for the
chance to win exclusive Ultimate Team content and a new Virtual Golden Boot. Mix and Match your Ultimate Team Take on the
world by mixing and matching your players across three depth levels on the pitch and in the transfer market, and watch your
team come to life with or without the influence of your friends. Capture and share moments Real Player Motion Technology and
the FIFA Legacy System allow you to play fast and fluid by reacting to the unique conditions of each pitch – with smooth and
natural controls, no matter where you are in the world. Last Man Standing Become a Jumper and challenge any one of your
opponents to a one-on-one knockout match. Dream Team Build and manage your dream team from over 60 leagues around the
world in 16-a-side online matches and try to bring home the title. Legendary Moments A host of legendary players – like Ronaldo,
Alfredo Di Stefano, Pele, Zinedine Zidane and many more – can be brought into the game to take on any team, or any part of the
game, from left back to goalkeeper. Ultimate Team Build your very own dream squad from a wide variety of National Teams and
clubs from all around the world, and compete with your friends in Tournaments for exclusive rewards and new content. ‘22
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Unlock all player forms to create the ultimate team. Conquer the world with hundreds of players and take on every football
challenge with the top names in the game. Seasons – Play live & offline using a persistent online connection. Take on Clubs in
online league matches and compete for the coveted title. Online Seasons & Leagues – Enjoy a customized experience of up to 25
customised online leagues for complete player customisation. Whose your favourite player? Every game is a bet between two
players as you strategise how to win! FIFA 2K for iOS PATCH NOTES Version 1.30 1. In Career Mode, if the player has more than
one contract, the highest earners will be selected at the end of a transfer window rather than at the end of the season. 2. Fixed a
bug where the Deflect meter would not display when a player is sent off in a match in Career Mode. 3. Fixed a bug where the
goalkeepers would not update their number of saves. 4. Fixed a bug where AI players would break into celebration mode if they
had no real support. 5. Fixed a bug where the manager would trigger multiple celebrations if the player that fired the goal
happened to come off injured. 2K for iOS PATCH NOTES Version 1.28 1. In Career Mode, if the player has more than one contract,
the highest earners will be selected at the end of a transfer window rather than at the end of the season. 2. Fixed a bug where
the defender’s were not applying pressure to the ball when they were in possession. 3. Fixed a bug where the manager would
trigger multiple celebrations if the player that fired the goal happened to come off injured. FIFA 2K for iOS PATCH NOTES Version
1.27 1. Fixed an issue where the goalkeeper’s would not change animation when the ball comes out of the shot. 2. Fixed a bug
where both defenders would break into celebration mode at the same time. 3. Fixed a bug where the manager would trigger
multiple celebrations if the player that fired the goal happened to come off injured. 4. Fixed a bug where the goalkeeper would
not make their throw on goal if there was no one in front of the shot. 5. Fixed a bug where the goalscorers would trigger multiple
celebrations if the goal happened to be scored a long time after
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What's new in Fifa 22:

EA Sports FIFA 22 introduces ‘HyperMotion Technology’ that uses motion capture data from real-life players on a high-intensity, full-field, full-speed football match to
power player animations. HyperMotion gives you more authentic player animations, more strategy in gameplay, and more tactical dimension from your teammates on the
pitch.
In FIFA Ultimate Team, you now have the choice to buy MVP cards through the Specialist Cards manager.
The way you report cards in the My Card manager has been improved, to make it quicker, easier and more convenient for you to manage your card collection. Added are
new bonus categories, new cross-categorise cards, and more stats for cards.
You can now also receive six free My Card packs for when your Platinum card is activated.
FUT Manager Update 7 will be compatible with FIFA 22.
There are new FUT Origin Server Issues to be aware of, in particular relating to the 1,600 Elo spread in FUT Manager. This is a game mechanics issue that we are working to
resolve as it has impacted matchmaking and league performance in some instances. Please join us in reporting these.
As per updates in FIFA 21, e:Club has been implemented, and includes a new firming system that will now be applied to cards. This and other goalkeeper cards in the game
are now vulnerable to the firming system.
The minimum players value for the Homegrown cards ‘Investment’ and ‘International’ has been increased to £250.
A number of bug fixes and improvements have been made across the overall engine and gameplay
FUT Manager is now compatible with item updates that occur prior to the release of the game.
FUT Manager is now more stable with more important features such as reporting cards, linking card packs and cards with players working better.
More defenders and attackers are included in Draft Mode available in FUT Manager.
Smarter saves and revised dead ball options on certain goal kicks have been introduced.
Simulator Mode now supports larger teams from 12v12 to 24v24, and new game modes for FIFA Ultimate Team for increased depth, variety and gameplay.
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